ALWAYS YOUR HOME,
JUST SMARTER.
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INFINITE FUNCTIONALITIES
FOR THE HOME OF TOMORROW.
Smart thermostat
Do you have a boiler or a central heating system? Do you use air
conditioning system in both summer and winter? From today you can
transform them into smart and connected to Homix. It is easy to install and
is compatible with your regular heating system.

Smart alarm
Are you on vacation or at work and you are worried about the security of
your home? Homix helps you since it is a highly effective security system
that gets activated or deactivated automatically when needed, alerting
you with a notification if something abnormal happens.

Smart lighting system
Are you looking to create the perfect atmosphere in our home? Thanks to
Homix you can adapt the color and brightness of each lights, according
to your needs, also reducing energy waste. And without modifying your
home electrical system!

And many other new things
Discover all Homix products and services and offers for you on homix.store.

Choose the solution that fits your needs
and step in on Homix’ world.
Turn your home into a Smart Home: Homix learns from your family routines and
manages your heating and cooling automatically according to your needs and
lifestyle. It makes your home temperature setting more dynamic and comfortable,
allowing you to optimize your energy consumption.

INDIVIDUAL HEATING KIT
If you have an individual heating system, such a gas
boiler.

CENTRAL HEATING KIT
If you have a central heating system and you want to control
each radiator at home.
*2 radiator heads included on this kit

AIR CONDITIONING KIT
If you have an air conditioning system, like
for example a heat pump with internal split units.

HOMIX SMART MODEM
The solution that combines Internet connection service
with smart home functionalities.

Choose the right kit for you and enter into the Homix world. Visit homix.store.

CHOOSE HOW TO INTERACT
WITH YOUR HOUSE.
Homix Home
Finally, the smart home is for
everyone!
Yes, because Homix Home, the heart
and command center of the smart
home is managed with a digital or
vocal interface. Simple, intuitive and
adapted to all the members of your
family.

Alexa
Alexa is integrated into Homix Home. Homix lets you speak to the intelligent
voice service of Amazon Alexa. Ask Alexa to play music, the latest news or
the weather forecast. You are also able to control Smart Home devices only
with the use of voice: manage the temperature and reduce the brightness of
the lights comfortably from your sofa, all without moving a finger!

“Alexa, set the house temperature to 21 degrees.”

“Alexa, play music.”
“Alexa, set a timer for 5 minutes.”

From your smartphone
With the Homix app you are always at home, even when you are not.
At any time and from anywhere you can control what happens in your
home. Take your home with you on your Smartphone.

Always your home, just smarter.
Homix also offers a set of additional devices and services to make your life easier.
You can gear up your home with smart light bulbs and plugs, and with cameras
and sensors for the security of your home.

DANFOSS ALLY™
RADIATOR THERMOSTAT
It allows you to manage the temperature
even if you have central heating or if you
want to control the temperature of each
room at home.

AIR CONDITIONING
MODULE
It allows your existing air conditioning system
to become smart and connected.
If you have a multi-split system, just add one
in each room to control the temperature
throughout the house.

Security and privacy are a priority for the family.
Thanks to this device you can keep your
home under control when you are not there and
record a video in case the alarm goes off.
Always respecting your privacy.

SMART CAMERA

HOMIX DEVICES

MULTI-SENSOR
The motion, temperature and light sensor
that makes your home even safer.
Once installed, it is almost invisible
and guarantees effective and discreet
protection.

An additional level of security for the perimeter
of your house: put sensors on doors and
windows to control its opening and closing.
Very easy to install, you can decide which
sensors you want to activate at any time.

CONTACT SENSOR

All electrical devices in your home can become
“connected”. And thanks to the smart plug you
can also measure and record their consumption.
The plug also works as a repeater to improve
the connection of your Homix devices at home.

SMART PLUG

SMART BULB
Here is a bright idea for your home: without the need
for changes in your electrical system, you only need
to replace your traditional light bulbs to have smart
lighting. You can turn the light on and off, adjust its
brightness and change the color from anywhere.

ALREADY HAVE QUESTIONS?
HERE ARE YOUR THE ANSWERS
1
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I can't afford a smart home.
Of course you can! Homix technology makes the Smart Home
accessible to everyone, without the need of big investments.
What are you waiting for?

Do I have to break walls to install Homix?
No way! Homix is wireless and does not require masonry works. It can be
installed in few very simple steps, following the instructions shown in the
Homix Home.

What if someone uses the system to spy on me?
The privacy and security of your home are guaranteed by the most modern
technology available in the market. No one, outside of your family, can see
what happens in your home.

What if I have a problem?
Don't worry, Homix is a safe and robust system, but if you have any problems
or doubts you can contact us at any time for assistance.

Enter the Homix world.
Do you want to know more?
Visit our website www.homix.store
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